Writing
(The Learner Will…..)


Write first and last name



Demonstrate competency in letter
and number formation



Write both upper and lower case
letters A-Z without assistance



Draw pictures to represent ideas



Experiment with a variety of
different writing tools



Demonstrate proper way to hold
writing tools



Use left to right pattern of writing



Write using invented spelling

Enrichment
We believe children learn best with
hands-on experiences. Your child will
have the opportunity to attend several
field trips during the year. Your child will
also experience several “special days” on
our campus, which are devoted to
hands-on learning. Children will participate in activities such as:

Trinity
Christian
School

Field trips:
Local Pumpkin Patch
Theatre
Museums
On Campus Activities:
Community Helpers Day

Farmer Brown Day
Native American Day
Children Around the World
Cowboy Day
STEM Labs
During the regular school week, we also
have enrichment classes which are
attended each week:

K-4
Skill
Expectations

Library
Music
PE
Philippians 4:6
“Be anxious for nothing, but in
everything by prayer and supplication
with thanksgiving let your requests be
made known unto God.”

Reading/
Language Arts
(The Learner Will…..)

Mathematics
(The Learner Will…..)



Communicate effectively



Identify numbers 1-20



Hold a pencil, marker, crayon
correctly



Count to 30

Identify letters, names and
sounds









Write letters and numbers



Recognize, spell and write first
name



Understand that letters are
combined to form words



Concept of print left to right



Draw pictures and dictate
sentences about stories or
experiences



Develop fine motor skills
utilizing play dough, scissors,
Legos and writing utensils



Build listening skills and new
vocabulary



Distinguish letter sounds:
initial, medial and final



Bible
(The Learner Will…..)


Listen to Old and New Testament
stories

Write number 1-20



Understand one to one
correspondence of objects

Recognize that plants, animals
and people are God’s creations



Learn about God’s love



Recognize 2 dimensional shapes





Recognize patterns AB, AABB, ABC

Listen to stories of the life of
Jesus



Sort colors, shapes and sizes





Identify Months of the year

Learn Jesus’ teachings to love
God and to love others



Identify Days of the week



Recite Bible verses

Science

Social Skills

(The Learner Will…..)

(The Learner Will…..)



Explore science tools



Communicate effectively



Experience nature walks



Share classroom materials



Observe insect life, plant growth
and plant life during each season



Practice using manners: please,
thank you, table manners

Identify basic colors and explore color mixing



Communicate needs



Make scientific observations
and complete drawings

Take care of his/her basic needs:
clean up, clothing, nap pads

Know and recite the days of the
week and months of the year



Read three letter words using
short vowels





Retell story in sequence and
answer questions about the
story





Recognize that sentences are
composed of words

